
 1.  Define the four goals of Progressivism
2.  What are the four steps of Mahan’s Plan?
3.  Explain how Hawaii was annexed as a territory
4.  Describe the 3 major factors that led to the 
     Spanish-American War
5.  List the countries that came under some form of 
     American influence as a result of the war
6.  List the areas of American society reformed by 
     Teddy Roosevelt’s “Square Deal”
7.  Describe how Taft was different from Roosevelt
8.  Name 10 superheroes
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UNIT 2  - DAY 1 6                        

WILSON’S
“NEW FREEDOM”



power is transferred from the 
republicans to the democrats

wilson (a progressive) sets an 
agenda to continue reforms

WOODROW WILSON IS ELECTED IN 1912...

and so...

wilson focuses on financial & 
economic reforms



woodrow wilson

Wilson grew up in the South during 
the Civil War & Reconstruction

He served as president of 
Princeton University, Gov. of NJ

Break up power of tariffs, trusts, 
financial elite & grant greater 
freedom to common American

His Political Philosophy

wilson’s LEGACY
an intelligent reformer, 

father of modern 
financial system



LET’S ANALYZE...

WILSON’S
FINANCIAL REFORMS



A NEW TAX SYSTEM
Wilson lobbied Congress hard to 
lower tariffs that Taft had raised

Wilson won the fight, and Congress 
passed the Underwood Act in 1913

SIXTEENTH AMENDMENT

Wilson used the Bully Pulpit, urged 
voters to monitor their reps. votes

To make up for lost revenue, Wilson 
proposed a graduated income tax
this progressive tax system would tax 
higher incomes more, lower = less

1913 - The                                            
is signed, sets up income tax system





next up...

WILSON’S
ECONOMIC REFORMS



FEDERAL RESERVE 
SYSTEM

The banking system & monetary 
systems were in need to overhaul

1913 -                                         signedfederal reserve act
established a national banking system

US is broken into 12 bank districts
each district has a regional FED bank
Reg. FED banks issued $$$, loans to 
troubled banks, preventing failures

The Fed is still our banking system!

the FED can also control interest 
rates to make loans easier/harder





let’s analyze...

WILSON’S
REGULATORY REFORMS



REGULATING
TRUSTS & BUSINESS

Wilson continued the regulation of 
business & trusts like TR & Taft

1914 -                                                  
an antitrust agency, is created

federal trade commission

The FTC is a “watchdog” agency
it had power to investigate firms for 
evidence of regulation violations

FTC still monitors business today!

required reports of compliance from 
firms, could sue businesses in court

it’s power includes approving mergers 
only if they are healthy for markets





CLAYTON ANTITRUST ACT
Undoubtedly, the biggest antitrust 
law of the Progressive era!
signed into law in 1914

Major Provisions
Strengthened the Sherman Antitrust Act

Prohibited firms from buying stock of 
competitors if it led to a monopoly

Affirmed labor unions had right to exist   
and couldn’t be sued as trusts themselves

Strikes and other labor strategies were 
protected by law

Samuel Gompers called the Act the 
“Magna Carta” of labor!



lastly, let’s look at

WILSON’S
BIGGEST FAILURE



AFRICAN AMERICAN 
CIVIL RIGHTS

Wilson, a Southerner, did nothing 
to help blacks, like TR & Taft
he campaigned for black votes by 
pledging equality, anti-lynching laws

Once in office, he backtracked!

examples

Refused to stop the re-segregation of the 
Capitol & DC offices after 50 years

Opposed every anti-lynching law that was 
put to a vote, citing states’ rights

Appointed segregationists to fed. positions



PROGRESSIVISM DIES
As WORLD WAR I  broke out in EUROPE in 
1914, MOMENTUM for progressive reform 

DIED OUT

Wilson & Congress focused on FOREIGN POLICY

3 FACTORS that ended the progressive era
Americans concentrated on REMAINING NEUTRAL

American industry geared up to make WAR GOODS



 1) Wilson’s Tax Reforms

2) The Federal Reserve and FTC

3) The Clayton Antitrust Act

CLOSURE

Write THREE things you 

learned today about:


